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NEW QUESTION: 1
A systems administrator is deploying a GPU-accelerated VDI
solution. Upon requests from several users, the administrator
installs an older version of the OS on their virtual
workstations. The majority of the VMs run the latest LTS
version of the OS.
Which of the following types of drivers will MOST likely ensure
compatibility will all virtual workstations?
A. The latest drivers from the vendor's website
B. The drivers from the OS repository
C. Legacy drivers
D. Alternative community drivers
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have been hired as a project manager for Tech Perfect Inc.
You are studying the documentation of planning of a project.
The documentation states that there are twenty-five
stakeholders with the project. What will be the number of
communication channels for the project?

A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
According to the question, the project has twenty-five
stakeholders. Communication channels are paths of communication
with stakeholders in a project. The number of communication
channels shows the complexity of a project's communication and
can be derived through the formula shown below: Total Number of
Communication Channels = n (n-1)/2 where, n is the number of
stakeholders. Hence, a project having five stakeholders will
have ten communication channels. Putting the value of the
number of stake holder in the formula will provide the number
of communication channels: Number of communication channel = (n
(n-1)) / 2 = (25 (25-1)) / 2 = (25 x 24) / 2 = 600 / 2 = 300
Who are project stakeholders? Project stakeholders are those
entities within or without an organization, which: Sponsor a
project or, Have an interest or a gain upon a successful
completion of a project. Examples of project stakeholders
include the customer, the user group, the project manager, the
development team, the testers, etc. Stakeholders are anyone who
has an interest in the project. Project stakeholders are
individuals and organizations that are actively involved in the
project, or whose interests may be affected as a result of
project execution or project completion. They may also exert
influence over the project's objectives and outcomes. The
project management team must identify the stakeholders,
determine their requirements and expectations, and, to the
extent possible, manage their influence in relation to the
requirements to ensure a successful project.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Under Linux a disk output is as follows.
Disk / dev / sd 80.0 GB, 80026361856 bytes 255 heads, 63
sectors / track, 9729 cylinders Units = cylinders of 16065 *
512 = 8225280 bytes Device Boot Start End Blocks Id System /
dev/sdb1 * 1 2805 16386300 83 Linux / dev/sdb2 2806 9729
55617030 5 Extended / dev/sdb5 2806 3825 8193118 + 83 Linux /
dev/sdb6 3826 5100 10241406 83 Linux / dev/sdb7 5101 5198
787153 + 82 Linux swap / Solaris / dev/sdb8 5199 6657 11719386
83 Linux / dev/sdb9 6658 7751 8787523 + 83 Linux / dev/sdb10
7752 9729 15888253 + 83 Linux
Which of the following statement is correct? (Choose two)
A. The disk has a logical partition 7
B. Only one primary partition on the disk
C. The disk has six logical partitions
D. Lack sdb3 and sdb4, disk partition table has a problem,you
should re- repair partition table
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is a declarative access control policy
language implemented in XML and a processing model, describing
how to interpret the policies?
A. XACML
B. SAML
C. SOAP
D. SPML
Answer: A
Explanation:
XACML stands for extensible Access Control Markup Language. It
is a declarative access control policy language implemented in
XML and a processing model, describing how to interpret the
policies.
Latest version 2.0 was ratified by OASIS standards organization
on 1 February 2005. The planned version 3.0 will add generic
attribute categories for the evaluation context and policy
delegation profile (administrative policy profile).
Answer option B is incorrect. SOAP, defined as Simple Object
Access Protocol, is a protocol specification for exchanging
structured information in the implementation of Web Services in
computer networks, it relies on extensible Markup Language as
its message format, and usually relies on other Application
Layer protocols for message negotiation and transmission. SOAP
can form the foundation layer of a web services protocol stack,
providing a basic messaging framework upon which web services
can be built.
Answer option C is incorrect. Service Provisioning Markup
Language (SPML) is an XML-based framework developed by OASIS
(Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards). It is used to exchange user, resource and service
provisioning information between cooperating organizations.
SPML is the open standard for the integration and
interoperation of service provisioning requests. It has a goal
to allow organizations to securely and quickly set up user
interfaces for Web applications and services, by letting
enterprise platforms such as Web portals, application servers,
and service centers produce provisioning requests within and
across organizations.
SPML is the open standard for the integration and
interoperation of service provisioning requests. It has a goal
to allow organizations to securely and quickly set up user
interfaces for Web applications and services, by letting
enterprise platforms such as Web portals, application servers,
and service centers produce provisioning requests within and
across organizations.
Answer option A is incorrect. Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAMLJ is an XML-based standard for exchanging
authentication and authorization data between security domains,
that is, between an identity provider and a service provider.
SAML is a product of the OASIS Security Services Technical
Committee.
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